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BenQ expands the RM series line of interactive flat panels (IFPs) with UHD models in 55-, 65-
and 75-inch sizes. Designed for classrooms, the models leverage BenQ Smart Eye-Care
features to help protect the eyes of the users.

  

  

The BenQ RM02K series have built-in cloud features and use the company's EZWrite 5
platform. EZWrite 5 claims to streamline classroom discussions by making it more intuitive for
teachers and students to share ideas, notes and opinions via cloud whiteboarding, whether they
are in the classroom or joining remotely.

      

Teachers also can directly download and upload files to cloud services, such as Google Drive
and Dropbox. A built-in Account Management System (AMS) handles the featre. Teachers can
access teaching materials stored in cloud storage and start the class directly from the IFPs,
without need to connect a laptop, tablet or USB device to find and share lessons. In addition,
InstaShare allows teachers to wirelessly cast and mirror images, audio files and HD videos from
any PC or mobile device to the IFPs. Integrated AWS-powered Saffi voice assistant technology
provides voice commands.
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Touch input promises to be more refined through advanced IR technology able to reduce the
gap between the actual landing point and the point displayed on screen. The new touch frame
also recognises a smaller radius for more natural handwriting, while EZWrite handwriting and
object recognition instantly converts the handwritten text, numbers, forms and drawings into
easily legible digital text or shapes.

  

For admins, the cloud-based BenQ Device Management System (DMS) enables access to all
device information, apps and over-the-air updates for all BenQ boards, making management a
breeze.
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